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MIDDLE GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE ‘S 
JOURNEY 

 We started our journey in 2010 

 

 Vision 

 

 No roadmap to follow 

 

 “No good deed… idea goes unpunished”! 

 

 There is no end in sight- only incremental progress! 

 

 

 



“DANCE WITH THE ONE WHO  
BRUNG YOU” 

 (DARRELL ROYAL FOOTBALL COACH) 

 
Multi-Level  Reporting 

President’s Senior Leadership Team- monthly reports 
Academic Administrators 

Course efficiencies 
Ownership of Freshmen/Sophomore Class 

 Faculty 
College-wide meetings 
 Faculty Senate 



IR AND THE ART OF LETTING GO 
Putting the Reins in Deans’ Hands 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss the resistance from IR with Blackboard in general: worries about lack of precision etc; But also more esoteric resistance: letting go of power, control of data etc



WHY LET GO? 

Idealism  

 

 

    Pragmatism 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Idealism:  Spread an appreciation/love for the power of data; Create a culture of consciousness on campus: awareness about who/where our students are; free decision makers Pragmatism:  Deal with the realities of being understaffed



HOW TO LET GO? 

Philosophical Tensions 

 

 

 

 

 

PRIVACY vs TRANSPARENCY 

MINIMALISM vs MAXIMALISM 

AS NEEDED vs ALL AT ONCE 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will discuss early philosophical decision to go with transparency.  Ongoing debate about how much data is enough and how much is too much.  How we gave everything in the front end and are subsequently scaling back 



IF WE HAD IT TO DO ALL OVER AGAIN 
(or:  Hindsight is 20/20) 

 
 Begin with known, recurring needs 

 Assessment 

 Comprehensive Program Review 

 Roll out Ferrari dashboards with care 

 Differentiate between super-users & others 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Optional slide that might come as the third in my series of three or at the end of Becky’s discussion.  (Or eliminate all together as this is really about the Dean’s experience and Becky has a lot to cover)



IT’S IN YOUR 
HANDS NOW! 

A Dean’s Perspective 

- 

Using Blackboard Analytics in 
Strategic Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning! I would like to set the stage by telling you that the Deans at Middle Georgia State College, over the past four years, have been through great change. Departments have become Schools, Schools have become Colleges, we consolidated two colleges in the region into one new state college, and, we anticipate a level change to university status within 6 months. During these many changes the University System of Georgia has adopted Complete College America and performance  based budgeting. States such as Georgia have experienced deep budget cuts as the downturn from the depression continues to impact the growth of the state. Now more than ever Deans must rely on data driven decision making and make strategic programmatic decisions toward resource management. 



BUILDING A DATA DRIVEN CULTURE 

Exposed gradually to “power” of Blackboard 
 
A macro-view of data 
 
Interpret clusters of data 
 Each school has different parameters for “good” 
 
Qualitative 
 Themes, trends, “what-if ’s”  
 
CPR (Comprehensive Program Review) dashboards 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response to Complete College America, Middle Georgia State College has had retention, progression and graduation rates as a top priority for the past three years.  This RPG data was our first look into Blackboard. As we looked at this macro level of information the Provost guided us through short exercises in which we brought specific data and initiatives to Deans meetings for group discussion.My experience with Analytics at this time felt like I was conducting qualitative research – what was the data saying? As I looked at the data and began to think about why the data was the way it was I began to identify themes and clusters of correlative information. The initial work of the SOHS was in relation to cleaning up enrollment and majors brought into Analytics from Banner for the purpose of identifying , “who were our students?” Over time the office of Institutional Effectiveness created individual dash boards for for each School which allowed us to filter and slice data to answer very specific questions for example: Graduation rates, academic standing and degree progression. Following the roll out to Deans the office of IR proceeded to create “Chair” dashboards. A key step in managing the culture change to data driven decisions is to secure faculty buy-in and to earn their trust that the metrics are good – This step took time and patience. It is hard to get faculty to the understanding that “there is no single answer” – that data does not need to be perfect before it can be used to identify trends. Over the summer I met with the chairs to build the School wide strategic plan.  The strategic plan was shared with the faculty and staff at the beginning of the Academic Year – all were informed that SOHS resources would be reallocated to high priority programs.  



EXAMPLE #1    
COMPLETE COLLEGE GEORGIA 

Complete College Georgia 
 AS Degree in Health Sciences 
 Large pool of “intended” 
 
Gateway courses – Math 1101 not A&P 
 
Changing Student Demographics 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of strategic planning based upon Complete College Georgia data review-1. AS in Health Sciences: The SOHS houses programs that are very popular and we show large enrollment. However the numbers are deceiving. Through analytics we discovered that a majority of those enrolled as indicated majors had GPA’s too low to ever be admitted into the practice programs. Further we found accumulations of total hours to graduation extending graduation rates and transcripts indicated repeated attempts at required science classes. A strategy - create a new AS degree option that supports graduation rates, uses the accumulated science courses, and gives sense of accomplishment to students. In this degree option we allow  a liberal use of electives to meet major learning outcomes thus making use of existing course work. 2. Gateway courses: Anecdotal evidence has for many years supported that ASN students had difficulty in passing A&P I. It is not unusual to find students repeating this course 3-5 times to meet the pre-requisites for nursing,  only to again increase hours till graduation. Various remedial programs were developed collaboratively between the SOHS and the Department of Natural Sciences. Analytics data showed very clearly that our presumption was incorrect.  Math 1101 is the gatekeeper course for the majority of nursing intended. We have instituted an online class in clinical calculations designed to reinforce basic math principles to increase their success once enrolled into the major. 3. Changing demographics: Our student body is aging, predominantly female. This early shift in demographics has started discussion regarding evening and weekend classes for the aging , second career students and strong marketing to younger students, 



EXAMPLE #1    
COMPLETE COLLEGE GEORGIA 

Enrollment in the School of Health Sciences 
 Large pool of “intended” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Size of SOHS  in comparison to other Schools at MGSC



ENROLLMENT BY MAJOR 
SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we have many majors in the SOHS I have selected the largest enrollment, the AS in Nursing, to serve as the sample cohort for this presentation.



SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCE 
 ACADEMIC STANDING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Time to graduation and total credit hour accumulation are strategic markers of compliance with Complete College Georgia recommendations and expected outcomes.The SOHS houses programs that are very popular and we show large enrollment. However the numbers are deceiving. Through analytics we discovered that a majority of those enrolled as indicated majors had GPA’s too low to ever be admitted into the practice programs. Further we found accumulations of total hours to graduation extending graduation rates and transcripts indicated repeated attempts at required science classes. A strategy - create a new AS degree option that supports graduation rates, uses the accumulated science courses, and gives sense of accomplishment to students. In this degree option we allow  a liberal use of electives to meet major learning outcomes thus making use of existing course work.



TARGETED ADVISING AND REDIRECTION 



 
EXAMPLE #2  EARLY INDICATORS  

OF DWF RATES 
IN GATEWAY COURSES 

 



A.S.N. INDICATED:  DWF RATES IN  
MATH 1101 

Nursing ASN Indicated  Nursing ASN Indicated  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Gateway courses: Anecdotal evidence has for many years supported that ASN students had difficulty in passing A&P I. It is not unusual to find students repeating this course 3-5 times to meet the pre-requisites for nursing,  only to again increase hours till graduation. Various remedial programs were developed collaboratively between the SOHS and the Department of Natural Sciences. Analytics data showed very clearly that our presumption was incorrect.  Math 1101 is the gatekeeper course for the majority of nursing intended. We have instituted an online class in clinical calculations designed to reinforce basic math principles to increase their success once enrolled into the major. 



 
DFW RATES FOR MATH 1101 FOR 
NURSING (ASN INDICATED) 
 



SO WHAT DO WE DO? 

• Targeted Advisement and Redirection 
 

• Program Planning 
• Degree completion pathways 

 
• What we don’t do is  “business as usual” 



APPLICATION OF ANALYTICS 

Increase Efficiency 
 Classroom utilization 
 Degree pathways- time till graduation 
 
ID gatekeeper courses- program planning and advising 
    slide of highest DFW for nursing 
 
Monitor capacity and enrollment 
 
Used for degree planning purposes 
 
DFW rates 
 



CHALLENGES 

All data is visible 
 
Integrity of Banner Data 
 
Healthy Competition among Deans 
 
Professional Development 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal is to align program performance with institutional goals.



CLOSING  THOUGHTS, COMMENTS, 
QUESTIONS 



HISTORICAL GRADUATION TRENDS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we move toward graduate status plan to gradually reduce ASN enrollment and move toward BSN and MSN Nursing programs. Example of how this trend is graphically displayed.
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